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From the environmental activist, consumer advocate, and renowned crusader--a
stirring call to action that gives us the tools we need to take action ourselves, to
make our voices heard, to ensure our water is safe, and to finally bring about
change. Clean water is as basic to life on planet Earth as hydrogen or oxygen. In
her long-awaited book--her first to reckon with the condition of water on our
planet--Erin Brockovich shows us what's at stake. She writes powerfully of the
fraudulent science disguising our national water crisis: Cancer clusters are not
being reported. People in Detroit and the state of New Jersey don't have clean
water. The drinking water for more than six million Americans contains unsafe
levels of industrial chemicals linked to cancer and other health issues. The saga
of PG&E continues to this day. Yet communities and people around the country
are fighting to make an impact, and Brockovich tells us their stories. In
Poughkeepsie, New York, a water operator responded to his customers'
concerns and changed his system to create some of the safest water in the
country. Local moms in Hannibal, Missouri, became the first citizens in the nation
to file an ordinance prohibiting the use of ammonia in their public drinking water.
Like them, we can each protect our right to clean water by fighting for better
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enforcement of laws, new legislation, and stronger regulations.
Many investors are intrigued by the profit potential of today’s hedge funds, but
most feel like they’re on the outside looking in, due to the high investment
requirements and complexity of these vehicles. Create Your Own ETF Hedge
Fund allows you to break down these barriers and effectively operate within this
environment. By focusing on the essential approaches of global macro long/short
and aggressive growth, this book will help you create a fund that can take
advantage of both bullish and bearish conditions across the globe.
Sharing the results of her four-year research journey in simple, jargon-free
language, Pryce-Jones exposes the secrets of being happy at work. Focuses on
what happiness really means in a work context and why it matters to individuals
and organisations in both human and financial terms Equips readers with the
information, knowledge and skills to make the most of the nearly 100,000 hours
that they'll spend at work over a lifetime Demystifies psychological research
through a fascinating array of anecdotes, case studies, and interviews from
people in the trenches of the working world, including business world-leaders,
politicians, particle physicists, and philosophers, sheep farmers, waitresses,
journalists, teachers, and lawyers, to name just a few
Praise for Structured Finance & Insurance "More and more each year, the
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modern corporation must decide whatrisks to keep and what risks to shed to
remain competitive and tomaximize its value for the capital employed. Culp
explains thetheory and practice of risk transfer through either balance
sheetmechanism such as structured finance, derivative transactions,
orinsurance. Equity is expensive and risk transfer is expensive. Asunderstanding
grows, and, as a result, costs continue to fall, ARTwill continue to replace equity
as the means to cushion knowablerisks. This book enhances our understanding
of ART." --Myron S. Scholes, Frank E. Buck Professor of Finance,
Emeritus,Graduate School of Business, Stanford University "A must-read for
everyone offering structured finance as abusiness, and arguably even more
valuable to any one expected topay for such service." --Norbert Johanning,
Managing Director, DaimlerChrysler FinancialServices "Culp's latest book
provides a comprehensive account of the mostimportant financing and risk
management innovations in bothinsurance and capital markets. And it does so by
fitting theseinnovative solutions and products into a single, unified theory
offinancial markets that integrates the once largely separatedisciplines of
insurance and risk management with the currenttheory and practice of corporate
finance." --Don Chew, Editor, Journal of Applied Corporate Finance (a
MorganStanley publication) "This exciting book is a comprehensive read on
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alternativeinsurance solutions available to corporations. It focuses on thereal
benefits, economical and practical, of alternatives such ascaptives, rent-acaptive, and mutuals. An excellent introduction tothe very complex field of
alternative risk transfer (ART)." --Paul Wohrmann, PhD, Head of the Center of
Excellence ART andmember of theExecutive Management of Global Corporate in
Europe,Zurich Financial Services "Structured Finance and Insurance transcends
Silos to reach theEnterprise Mountaintop. Culp superbly details integrated,
captive,multiple triggers and capital market products, and provides
thearchitectural blueprints for enterprise risk innovation." --Paul Wagner, Director,
Risk Management, AGL Resources Inc.
This book examines the regulatory framework, regulatory objectives, regulatory
logics, regulatory instruments, regulatory failures, and regulatory responses in
China’s financial market after the global financial crisis. The book provides an indepth analysis of China’s contemporary financial regulatory system, focusing on
risks, regulation, and policies in practice. By drawing on public and private
interest theories relating to financial regulation, the book contends that the
controlled development of the banking sector, and the financial sector generally,
has transformed China’s banks into more market-oriented institutions and
increased public sector growth. However, China’s financial market and financial
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regulation have some inherent weaknesses and deficiencies. This book also
offers insights into how this can be improved or adapted to minimize systemic
risks in China’s financial sector. This book tries to prove that financial regulation
is not just a vehicle for maintaining efficient financial markets but a primary tool
through which the Chinese government achieves its political and economic
objectives. More fundamentally, according to the law and finance theory, strong
market and vibrant judicial systems are needed to further modernize China’s
financial markets and market economy. The book will be a useful reference for
anyone interested in learning from the Chinese experience.
The dismal truth about hedge funds and how investors can get a greater share of
the profits Shocking but true: if all the money that's ever been invested in hedge
funds had been in treasury bills, the results would have been twice as good.
Although hedge fund managers have earned some great fortunes, investors as a
group have done quite poorly, particularly in recent years. Plagued by high fees,
complex legal structures, poor disclosure, and return chasing, investors confront
surprisingly meager results. Drawing on an insider's view of industry growth
during the 1990s, a time when hedge fund investors did well in part because
there were relatively few of them, The Hedge Fund Mirage chronicles the early
days of hedge fund investing before institutions got into the game and goes on to
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describe the seeding business, a specialized area in which investors provide
venture capital-type funding to promising but undiscovered hedge funds. Today's
investors need to do better, and this book highlights the many subtle and not-sosubtle ways that the returns and risks are biased in favor of the hedge fund
manager, and how investors and allocators can redress the imbalance. The
surprising frequency of fraud, highlighted with several examples that the author
was able to avoid through solid due diligence, industry contacts, and some luck
Why new and emerging hedge fund managers are where generally better returns
are to be found, because most capital invested is steered towards apparently
safer but less profitable large, established funds rather than smaller managers
that evoke the more profitable 1990s Hedge fund investors have had it hard in
recent years, but The Hedge Fund Mirage is here to change that, by turning the
tables on conventional wisdom and putting the hedge fund investor back on top.
This book fills an important gap in housing research, covering the impact of
recent changes in housing policies and markets on the development of state-ofthe-art asset management within the social rented sector in various countries.
The groundbreaking survey of the state of our planet that was first published in
1984 has been brought up-to-date to provide a further generation of readers with
information to face the environmental challenges of the new millennium.
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Whilst China’s growing economy is widely regarded as being responsible for
severe environmental degradation and a high reliance on energy from fossil
fuels, China is emerging as a potential leader in new green energy technologies.
Outlining the extraordinary growth in China’s wind power capacity since 2005,
this book explores the deliberate creation of a whole industry and the strategy of
transitioning the power sector to renewable energy by accelerated
experimentation and through literally pushing the emerging wind power sector to
its limits. Investigating how wind power may not always be considered as
sustainable in a wider Chinese developmental context, the book traces the
struggle China has had in getting this high technology sector to qualify as truly
Chinese scientific development, whilst often being opaquely at the mercy of
foreign expertise, technology, and certification. The book furthermore exposes
the surprising nuances, dynamics, and potency of unexpected players in Chinese
wind power marketisation. Complex interplays are revealed between wind turbine
control systems, algorithms in critical software technology, relationships between
suppliers, wind farm developers, financiers, the electrical grid itself, the coal
lobby, the broader Chinese state, and much more. The book has important
implications far beyond wind power and contemporary China studies, highlighting
the much wider story of China’s fragmented and experimental style of
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innovating, upgrading, and greening.
This book is a product of the TEEB study (The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity). It provides important evidence of growing corporate concern about
biodiversity loss and offers examples of how leading companies are taking action
to conserve biodiversity and to restore ecosystems. This book reviews indicators
and drivers of biodiversity loss and ecosystem decline, and shows how these
present both risks and opportunities to all businesses. It examines the changing
preferences of consumers for nature-friendly products and services, and offers
examples of how companies are responding. The book also describes recent
initiatives to enable businesses to measure, value and report their impacts and
dependencies on biodiversity and ecosystem services. The authors review a
range of practical tools to manage biodiversity risks in business, with examples of
how companies are using these tools to reduce costs, protect their brands and
deliver real business value. The book also explores the emergence of new
business models that deliver biodiversity benefits and ecosystem services on a
commercial basis, the policy enabling frameworks needed to stimulate
investment and entrepreneurship to realize such opportunities, and the obstacles
that must be overcome. The book further examines how businesses can align
their actions in relation to biodiversity and ecosystem services with other
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corporate responsibility initiatives, including community engagement and poverty
reduction. Finally, the book concludes with a summary and recommendations for
action.
We have spent the last three decades engaged in a pointless and irrelevant debate about the
relative merits of privatization or nationalization. We have been arguing about the wrong thing
while sitting on a goldmine of assets. Don’t worry about who owns those assets, worry about
whether they are managed effectively. Why does this matter? Because despite the Thatcher/
Reagan economic revolution, the largest pool of wealth in the world – a global total that is
much larger than the world’s total pensions savings, and ten times the total of all the sovereign
wealth funds on the planet – is still comprised of commercial assets that are held in public
ownership. If professionally managed, they could generate an annual yield of 2.7 trillion dollars,
more than current global spending on infrastructure: transport, power, water, and
communications. Based on both economic research and hands-on experience from many
countries, the authors argue that publicly owned commercial assets need to be taken out of the
direct and distorting control of politicians and placed under professional management in a
‘National Wealth Fund’ or its local government equivalent. Such a move would trigger muchneeded structural reforms in national economies, thus resurrect strained government finances,
bolster ailing economic growth, and improve the fabric of democratic institutions. This radical,
reforming book was named one of the "Books of the Year".by both the FT and The Economist.
This publication provides guidance for national and local policymakers on the management of
their assets in support of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
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Teams have more talent and experience, more diverse resources, and greater operating
flexibility than individual performers. So why do so many teams either struggle unpleasantly
toward an unsatisfactory conclusion-or, worse, crash and burn shortly after launch? J. Richard
Hackman, one of the world's leading experts on group and organizational behavior, argues that
the answer to this puzzle is rooted in flawed thinking about team leadership. It is not a leader's
management style that determines how well a team performs, but how well a leader designs
and supports a team so that members can managethemselves. According to Hackman, cookiecutter formulas and prescribed leadership styles often backfire because they place far too
much emphasis on the leader as the primary cause of team behavior. InLeading Teams, he
identifies the key conditions that any leader can put in place to increase the likelihood of team
success-regardless of his or her personality or preferred style of operating. Through extensive
research and compelling examples ranging from orchestras to economic analysts to airline
cockpit crews, Hackman identifies five conditions that set the stage for great performances: a
real team, a compelling direction, an enabling team structure, a supportive organizational
context, and the availability of competent coaching. Leading Teamsoutlines what leaders can
do to structure, support, and guide teams in a way that · enhances the social processes
essential to collective work; · builds shared commitment, skills, and task-appropriate
coordination strategies; · helps members troubleshoot problems and spot emerging
opportunities; and · captures experiences and translates them into shared knowledge. Out of
these conditions, Hackman argues, the very best teams emerge-teams that exceed client
expectations, grow in capability over time, and contribute to the learning and personal
fulfillment of individual members. Authoritative, practical, and astutely realistic,Leading
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Teamsoffers a new and provocative way of thinking about and leading work teams in any
organizational setting. AUTHORBIO:J. Richard Hackmanis the Cahners-Rabb Professor of
Social and Organizational Psychology at Harvard University. He resides in Bethany,
Connecticut, and Cambridge, Massachusetts.
This new text provides students the knowledge and skills they will need to compete for and
succeed in the information security roles they will encounter straight out of college. This is
accomplished by providing a hands-on immersion in essential system administration, service
and application installation and configuration, security tool use, TIG implementation and
reporting. It is designed for an introductory course on IS Security offered usually as an elective
in IS departments in 2 and 4 year schools. It is not designed for security certification courses.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and
information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.

Performance management, the primary focus of a Lean organization, occurs through
continuous improvement programs that focus on education, belief systems
development, and effective change management. Presenting a first-of-its-kind
approach, The Lean Management Systems Handbook details the critical components
required for sustainable Lean management.
Maintaining bridges in good condition has extended service life and proven to be more
cost effective than allowing degradation to advance, necessitating costlier bridge
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rehabilitation or replacement projects. Preventive maintenance is therefore an important
tool to retard deterioration and sustain the safe operation of bridges. This includes a
continuous effort of periodic inspections, condition evaluations and prioritizing repairs
accordingly. The above measures define the framework for asset management of
bridges. On August 21-22, 2017, bridge engineering experts from around the world
convened at the 9th New York City Bridge Conference to discuss issues of
construction, design, inspection, monitoring, preservation and rehabilitation of bridge
structures. This volume documents their contributions to the safe operation of bridge
assets.
Discover the secrets of the world's top concentrated value investors Concentrated
Investing: Strategies of the World's Greatest Concentrated Value Investors chronicles
the virtually unknown—but wildly successful—value investors who have regularly and
spectacularly blown away the results of even the world's top fund managers. Sharing
the insights of these top value investors, expert authors Allen Benello, Michael van
Biema, and Tobias Carlisle unveil the strategies that make concentrated value investing
incredibly profitable, while at the same time showing how to mitigate risk over time.
Highlighting the history and approaches of four top value investors, the authors tell the
fascinating story of the investors who dare to tread where few others have, and the
wildly-successful track records that have resulted. Turning the notion of diversification
on its head, concentrated value investors pick a small group of undervalued stocks and
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hold onto them through even the lean years. The approach has been championed by
Warren Buffett, the best known value investor of our time, but a small group of lesserknown investors has also used this approach to achieve outstanding returns. Discover
the success of Lou Simpson, a former GEICO investment manager and eventual
successor to Warren Buffett at Berkshire Hathaway Read about Kristian Siem,
described as "Norway's Warren Buffett," and the success he has had at Siem Industries
Concentrated Investing will quickly have you re-thinking the conventional wisdom
related to diversification and learning from the top concentrated value investors the
world has never heard of.
Aims to encourage transportation agencies to address strategic questions as they
confront the task of managing the surface transportation system. Drawn form both
national and international knowledge and experience, it provides guidance to State
Department of Transportation (DOT) decision makers, as well as county and municipal
transportation agencies, to assist them in realizing the most from financial resources
now and into the future, preserving highway assets, and providing the service expected
by customers. Divided into two parts, Part one focuses on leadership and goal and
objective setintg, while Part two is more technically oriented. Appendices include work
sheets and case studies.
The Electric Power Engineering Handbook, Third Edition updates coverage of recent
developments and rapid technological growth in crucial aspects of power systems,
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including protection, dynamics and stability, operation, and control. With contributions
from worldwide field leaders—edited by L.L. Grigsby, one of the world’s most respected,
accomplished authorities in power engineering—this reference includes chapters on:
Nonconventional Power Generation Conventional Power Generation Transmission
Systems Distribution Systems Electric Power Utilization Power Quality Power System
Analysis and Simulation Power System Transients Power System Planning (Reliability)
Power Electronics Power System Protection Power System Dynamics and Stability
Power System Operation and Control Content includes a simplified overview of
advances in international standards, practices, and technologies, such as small-signal
stability and power system oscillations, power system stability controls, and dynamic
modeling of power systems. Each book in this popular series supplies a high level of
detail and, more importantly, a tutorial style of writing and use of photographs and
graphics to help the reader understand the material. This resource will help readers
achieve safe, economical, high-quality power delivery in a dynamic and demanding
environment. Volumes in the set: K12642 Electric Power Generation, Transmission,
and Distribution, Third Edition (ISBN: 9781439856284) K12648 Power Systems, Third
Edition (ISBN: 9781439856338) K13917 Power System Stability and Control, Third
Edition (9781439883204) K12650 Electric Power Substations Engineering, Third
Edition (9781439856383) K12643 Electric Power Transformer Engineering, Third
Edition (9781439856291)
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“Maintenance Management of Wind Turbines” considers the main concepts and the state-ofthe-art, as well as advances and case studies on this topic. Maintenance is a critical variable in
industry in order to reach competitiveness. It is the most important variable, together with
operations, in the wind energy industry. Therefore, the correct management of corrective,
predictive and preventive politics in any wind turbine is required. The content also considers
original research works that focus on content that is complementary to other sub-disciplines,
such as economics, finance, marketing, decision and risk analysis, engineering, etc., in the
maintenance management of wind turbines. This book focuses on real case studies. These
case studies concern topics such as failure detection and diagnosis, fault trees and
subdisciplines (e.g., FMECA, FMEA, etc.) Most of them link these topics with financial,
schedule, resources, downtimes, etc., in order to increase productivity, profitability,
maintainability, reliability, safety, availability, and reduce costs and downtime, etc., in a wind
turbine. Advances in mathematics, models, computational techniques, dynamic analysis, etc.,
are employed in analytics in maintenance management in this book. Finally, the book
considers computational techniques, dynamic analysis, probabilistic methods, and
mathematical optimization techniques that are expertly blended to support the analysis of multicriteria decision-making problems with defined constraints and requirements.
For readers of The Smartest Guys in the Room and When Genius Failed, the definitive take on
Brian Hunter, John Arnold, Amaranth Advisors, and the largest hedge fund collapse in history
At its peak, hedge fund Amaranth Advisors LLC had more than $9 billion in assets. A few
weeks later, it completely collapsed. The disaster was largely triggered by one man: thirty-twoyear-old hotshot trader Brian Hunter. His high-risk bets on natural gas prices bankrupted his
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firm and destroyed his career, while John Arnold, his rival at competitor fund Centaurus,
emerged as the highest-paid trader on Wall Street. Meticulously researched and characterdriven, Hedge Hogs is a riveting fly-on-the-wall account of the largest hedge fund collapse in
history: a blistering tale of the recent past that explains our precarious present . . . and may
predict our future. Using emails, instant messages, court testimony, and exclusive interviews,
securities analyst turned investigative reporter Barbara T. Dreyfuss charts the colliding paths of
these two charismatic traders who dominated the speculative energy market. We follow Brian
Hunter, the Canadian farm boy and elbows-out high school basketball star, as he achieves
phenomenal early success, only to see his ambition, greed, and hubris precipitate his downfall.
Set in relief is the journey of John Arnold, whose mild manner, sophisticated tastes, and low
profile belied his own ferocious competitive streak. As the two clash, hundreds of millions of
dollars in pension and endowment money is imperiled, with devastating public consequences.
Hedge Hogs takes you behind closed doors into the shadowy world of hedge funds, the
unregulated wild side of finance, where over-the-top parties and lavish perks abound and
billions of dollars of other people’s money are in the hands of a tiny elite. Dreyfuss traces the
rise of this freewheeling industry while detailing the decades of bank, hedge fund, and
commodity deregulation that turned Wall Street into a speculative casino. A gripping saga
peppered with fast money, vivid characters, and high drama, Hedge Hogs is also an important
and timely cautionary tale—a vivisection of a financial system jeopardized by reckless practices,
watered-down regulation, and loopholes in government oversight, just waiting for the next bust.
Praise for Hedge Hogs “Regulators, legislators and judges inclined to sympathize with the
industry ought to rush out and buy a copy of Barbara Dreyfuss’s Hedge Hogs, a wonderfully
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instructive tale about Amaranth Advisors. . . . Dreyfuss, a Wall Street analyst turned
investigative journalist, not only plowed through what turned out to be a treasure trove of
official records and transcripts, but supplemented it with plenty of her own reporting. She
manages to organize it all into a tight, riveting and understandable yarn.”—The Washington
Post “Clearly and entertainingly told . . . a salutary example of how traders who believe they
are super-smart might be nothing more than lucky, and how there is nothing so intoxicating as
the ability to speculate with other people’s money.”—The Economist “[Dreyfuss] does a great
job of putting Amaranth’s out-of-control trader into historical context, explaining the blitz of
deregulation that set the stage for someone like Hunter to do maximum damage.”—Bloomberg
“The definitive take on the largest hedge fund collapse in history . . . You will not be able to put
it down.”—Frank Partnoy, author of F.I.A.S.C.O. and Infectious Greed Named One of the Top
10 Business & Economics Books of the Season by Publishers Weekly
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Recent years have shown an increase in development and acceptance of quantitative methods
for asset and liability management strategies. This book presents state of the art quantitative
decision models for three sectors: pension funds, insurance companies and banks, taking into
account new regulations and the industries risks.
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